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NEW QUESTION: 1
Which feature can you use to monitor traffic on a switch by
replicating it to another port or ports on the same switch?
A. SPAN
B. the ICMP Echo IP SLA
C. traceroute
D. copy run start
Answer: A
Explanation:
Explanation/Reference:
Explanation:
A source port, also called a monitored port, is a switched or
routed port that you monitor for network traffic analysis. In a
single local SPAN session or RSPAN source session, you can
monitor source port traffic, such as received (Rx), transmitted
(Tx), or bidirectional (both). The switch supports any number
of source ports (up to the maximum number of available ports on
the switch) and any number of source VLANs.
A source port has these characteristics:
It can be any port type, such as EtherChannel, Fast Ethernet,
Gigabit Ethernet, and so forth.
It can be monitored in multiple SPAN sessions.
It cannot be a destination port.
Each source port can be configured with a direction (ingress,
egress, or both) to monitor. For EtherChannel sources, the
monitored direction applies to all physical ports in the group.
Source ports can be in the same or different VLANs. For VLAN
SPAN sources, all active ports in the source VLAN are included
as source ports.

NEW QUESTION: 2
When developing a project with multiple applications to
automate, how many developers do you assign to each
application?
A. 0
B. 1
C. 2
D. 3
Answer: C

NEW QUESTION: 3
A. Option D
B. Option B
C. Option C

D. Option A
Answer: C

NEW QUESTION: 4
Your Hadoop cluster contains nodes in three racks. Choose which
scenario results if you leave the dfs.hosts property in the
NameNode's configuration file empty (blank)?
A. The NameNode will update dfs.hosts property to include
machines running the DataNode daemon on the next NameNode
reboot or with a dfsadmin -refreshNodes.
B. Any machine running the DataNode daemon can immediately join
the cluster.
C. Presented with a blank dfs.hosts property, the NameNode will
permit DataNodes specified in mapred.hosts to join the cluster.
D. No new can be added to the cluster until you specify them in
the dfs.hosts file.
Answer: D
Explanation:
The dfs.hosts and mapred.hosts properties allow an
administrator to supply a file containing an approved list of
hostnames. If a machine is not in this list, it will be denied
access to the cluster. This can be used to enforce policies
regarding which teams of developers have access to which
MapReduce sub-clusters. These are configured in exactly the
same way as the excludes file.
Reference:Apache Hadoop,Module 7: Managing a Hadoop Cluster
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